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Due to managed care, the recent, rapid changes in healthcare forced
hospitals to form health systems by joining with other hospitals and individual
physician practices. As these health systems form, the competition for patients
increases as does the need to keep consumers abreast of the changes within the
forming health systems.
As a result, both health systems and physician practices launched
advertising campaigns to reach these consumers. These campaigns must be rested
for their effectiveness.
Two major healthcare competitors, Jefferson Health System and Main Line
Health System, recently affiliated and formed Great Valley Health, which is a
physician primary care group practice in the Main Line area of the Philadelphia
suburbs.
A focus group of 10 men and women who live on the Main Line was
conducted to determine their awareness and reactions to Great Valley Health
primary care practices and Jefferson Health System primary care practices.
According to this research, even though current Jefferson advertising
campaigns are effective, Main Line consumers are somewhat confused by what
Great Valley Health is and its relationship to the Jefferson Health System.
MINI-ABSTRACT
Maryann LoBianco
The Effects of Print Advertising Campaigns on Consumers' Attitudes
Towards Physician Primary Care Practices Affiliated




Jefferson Health System conducted a focus group to evaluate Main Line
consumers' perceptions of print advertising for physician primary care practices.
Even though advertisements for Jefferson primary care physicians are
effective, consumers are confused by Great Valley Health, which is a Jefferson
primary care group practice on the Main Line.
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Chapter 1
Background
Recent Changes in the Healthcare Industry
During the past several years, healthcare has experienced dramatic changes
due to rising costs and because of the influence of managed care, a concept
introduced to reduce these costs. These changes affected physicians, patients and
hospitals both financially and in the manner in which care is provided.
Managed care is a health plan which allows consumers to participate at a
reduced cost when compared to traditional fee for-service health plans such as
Blue Cross/Blue Shield. With managed care, physicians are paid a monthly fee
for each patient who participates in the plan.
For example, a patient may visit his or her physician one time during one
month and five times during another month. No matter how many times the
patient visits his or her physician, the physician still receives the same monthly
fee. This is known as capitation and it differs from fee-for-service plans in which
physicians are paid for each visit and for each service they provide.
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Due to capitation by managed care organizations, physicians are now
forced to provide less care than they might like to in some cases and patients are
left hoping that a missed diagnosis or treatment of a serious illness will not
occur. The reason is that if a managed care organization thinks that a physician
is over treating a patient, that physician may be scrutinized and questioned about
the services provided.
Because of managed care and cuts in Medicare/Medicaid reimbursements,
hospitals were forced to lay off employees and restructure/re-engineer the way
they operate.
As a result, the focus shifted to patients, who are those with the most at
stake. In addition to their well-being, hospitals and physicians alike must be
concerned about patient satisfaction. In the competitive healthcare environment,
if patients are not happy with one hospital or physician, they may choose another.
Also, the focus has shifted to primary care physicians who are the
gatekeepers in the managed care health system. To receive medical coverage,
parients must see their primary care physician for a referral to a specialist before
they can see that specialist.
In addition to providing quality healthcare, hospitals must make patients
aware of the care and services they provide. While word of mouth is a powerful
conduit of this information, comprehensive marketing and advertising campaigns
are a way to get a specific message to a specific audience.
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This thesis is based on a focus group study of the effectiveness of print
advertising materials on a selected target audience. The following is background
on a previous focus group conducted at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital of
the Jefferson Health System and some of the key results of the study.
The information is provided to help explain how focus groups are
conducted and why they are useful in hospital/patient care settings.
A Cardiac Care Focus Group Study at Jefferson
In a focus group study of cardiac patients conducted for Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa., research showed that respondents with
cardiologists obtained them primarily through referrals from their family doctors,
through a visit to an emergency room or through the referrals of friends and
relatives.I
When shown advertising materials designed to be a consumer's guide to
cardiac care services at Jefferson, the majority of respondents were not interested
in receiving the information. 1
Rather, respondents were satisfied with where they were and pleased with
the way things were done at the hospitals they visit. These cardiac patients did
not want to make a change, but wished to continue on their current path and with
their current doctors and hospitals.1
In the study, it was interesting to note that these respondents cling to what
they have and know rather than expose themselves to information that might lead
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them to make a new and possibly better selection for fear that it might be worse
than their current care.'
This focus group also revealed that patients were most interested in
wellness education. Respondents said they would be most interested in a cardiac
care brochure that: listed heart disease symptoms, gave tilps and advice on eating
in a heart-healthy manner, gave advice on shopping for groceries with
information on how to read and interpret food product labeling, gave information
on side effects of different heart medications and presented a list of criteria to
look for when selecting a cardiologist.'
This study reveals that advertising is still an effective way to reach
potential patient populations in the Philadelphia region. However, the manner in
which the information is presented is the key to how effective the advertising
campaign is.
Why Qualitative Research is Effective
Qualitative research, even though it may not represent the population at
large, is being used with increasing frequency in the health and human service
fields. '2 3 Focus groups tend to be cost effective, relatively easy to conduct, and
are a quick way to obtain valuable information regarding an area of study.4
This approach is especially suited to research questions that seek to
understand or uncover such processes as how health professionals make decisions
or how individuals experience different disease processes Or disabilities.4
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Also, interpretations from one focus group can be confirmed and refined in
a subsequent focus group. In addition, interesting insights or conflicting stories
can be identified by the investigators and then pursued in the next focus group
session. Thus, the analytic process is often incremental and builds from one
group to the next.
The direct involvement of the investigator and other members of a
research team provide consistency in interpretations and a mechanism to confirm
emerging inTerprerarions. The final analytic strategy may involve both a
qualitative, thematic approach and then a content analysis in which specific use
of words or response patterns are counted. 4
It is important to note that all qualitative research such as focus groups
may not be generalized with statistical confidence to the populations at large.
Rather, it should be viewed as a hypothesis, providing a thorough understanding
of how and why respondents feel and react as they do.
Patient Satisfaction
In this highly competitive healthcare environment. patient satisfaction is
crucial. Their experience with illness and healthcare critically affects how they
use healthcare services and how much they benefit from them. Hospitals can not
build trust or confidence with patients if their needs are not met and understood.
Hospitals need to keep abreast of systematic, appropriate and effective
ways to ask patients what they need, expect and experience. This information
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should be used to shape and improve healthcare delivery. This understanding
should be at the individual level at each clinical encounter throughout the
institution as a whole.
Conducting focus groups not only gives feedback about the advertising of
specific products or services, but can reveal what patients think in terms of the
quality and level of care at the hospital conducting the research as well as its
competitors. Focus groups can give insights to more than just advertising
campaigns and can serve many purposes.
Conclusion to Background
To this end, there are many ways to elicit feedback from patients. In
addition to focus groups, other examples include one-On-Ore interviews and polls
or surveys. Expertise for this type of research can combine experience in
communications, social marketing and social science research. The research in
this thesis will examine one method in particular--the focus group.
For this thesis, a market research study was conducted by the Jefferson
Health System (includes Thomas Jefferson University Hospital and the Main Line
Health System, in addition to other hospitals that joined the system) for its
primary care physician practices located i the Main Line area of the Philadelphia
suburbs. The group practice is called Great Valley Health and consists of
physicians affiliated with the Main Line Health System (ineludes Bryn Mawr
Hospital, Lankenau Hospital, Paoli Memorial Hospital and Bryn Mawr Rehab).
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Jefferson Health System physician practices not associated with Great Valley
Health were also included in this research.
The reasons for this particular focus group are three-fold: 1) to evaluate
Main Line consumers' perceptions of print advertising for :e primary care
physician services provided by Grear Valley Health and a 1,ading competitor, 2)
as a comparison to previous focus group research on Great Valley Health, and 3)
to evaluate reactions to advertising for other Jefferson Health System primary
care physician practices.
The previous focus group, "Main Line Respondents' Reactions to the
Great Valley Health Print Ad, 'Signs of a Healthy Neighborhood, 7" was Tested
three months prior to the more recent research used for this thesis. This focus
group was conducted strictly to find out respondents' reactions to this particular
advertisement.
In this previous research, none of the respondents saw the advertisement
prior to the focus group. After reading it at the session, respondents expressed
confusion with the advertisement and did not find it appealing for several
reasons. 5 (See Appendix A)
Overall, the location of the doctors' offices (Wynnewood, Pa., and
Philadelphia) featured in the advertisement were considered far from Great
Valley, which is perceived to be in the Paoli area of the Philadelphia suburbs.
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Also, the advertisement appeared cluttered and crowded, the doctors were
not from respondents' neighborhoods and the respondents were confused about
what Great Valley Health is and its connection to the Main Line Health System.5
Further, respondents thought it was strange that only Lankenau Hospital
was mentioned, even though other Main Line Health System hospitals were
indicated. Respondents also preferred to see affiliated hospitals listed and not
individual physicians. 5
Since the results of this focus group were not encouraging, further research
was recommended for Great Valley Health advertising campaigns and their
effects on Main Line residents.
A subsequent focus group, which is the basis of this thesis, was conducted
to evaluate Main Line consumers' perceptions of print advertisements for primary
care physician services provided by Great Valley Health and Jefferson Health
System. The research also compared their effectiveness against print
advertisements for a leading competitor.
This qualitative research also was designed to determine awareness and
perceptions of Great Valley Health and to gauge reactions tc services Creat
Valley Health may provide such as health fairs and reminder post cards.
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Chapter Two
Topic Statement and Methodology
Topic Statement
To evaluate Main Line consumers' perceptions of print advertising for primary
care physician services provided by Great Valley Health and Jefferson Health
System.
Methodology
* Conduct research using literature referring to focus groups and their benefits
and shortcomings.
* Refer to previous focus group studies on similar topics conducted by the
Jefferson Health System.
' Conduct a focus group for the Great Valley Health and Jefferson Health System




A focus group was conducted among 1D men and women who live in the
Main Line area. The group was aged 30 to 60 and had a mix of traditional fee-
for-service insurance and managed care insurance. A copy of the discussion
guide used to lead the session 1$ included in the appendix. (See Appendix B)
None of the participants in this focus group had Chosen a primary care
physician within the past three years. All parrlclpanTs said they had their
physician for at least five years and some had the same physician for 15 years.
To the best of their knowledge, none believed that their physicians were affiliated
with any health associations or groups.
For this focus group, questions two through four of part II of the
Discussion Guide were irrelevant because none of the participants had Chosen a
primary care physician within the past year. (See page 32 of Appendix B.)
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Awareness/Perceptions of Great Valley Health
Some consumers in the focus group recognized the nmne, "Great Valley
Health," and a few of those had varying degrees of awareness that it is an
association which includes Bryn Mawr, Paoli and Lankenau hospitals as part of
the Jefferson Health System. Some were not aware that the Main Line Health
System was connected to Jefferson.
Several men and women said they saw advertisements for Great Valley
Health, but only One remembered any details of various doctors. This person read
through the advertisement and recognized a few names and was attracted TO the
size of the advertisement.
Reactions to Print Advertisements for Primary Care Physician Groups
Respondents were exposed to prit adverrisements for Great Valley Health
and the University of Pennsylvania Health System. Reactions to each were
discussed and summarized below.
1. Great Valley Health - "14 New Reasons Why Great Valley Health
Cares About You." (See Appendix C) This advertisement generally confused
participants and evoked many questions. Some focus group participants said the
advertisement was unclear and failed to inform them about &reat Valley Health
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Some respondents thought Great Valley was a managed care organization
forming a health plan. Others were not clear at all. They knew it was not a
managed care organization, but they did not know what a health system was.
The physician list also confused several participants. They were trying to
determine if the different practices were joining the system or if certain
physicians were joining those practices which are already part of the system.
Respondents spent a lot of time trying to analyze the advertisement in an effort to
resolve this issue. They admitted that they would not spend the time reading and
trying to figure out this advertisement if they saw it in a newspaper.
2. University of Pennsylvania Health System - "Now There are Four More
Reasons to Choose a Penn Primary Care Doctor" (See Appendix D) Although
this advertisement was criticized for containing too much information, several
participants liked it because of its personal touch. They appreciated the
photographs and felt the advertisement was appealing because it provided a brief
biography about each physician. While some said they would not select a doctor
based on an advertisement, several admitted they would consider this information
if they were seeking a new physician.
3. University of Pennsylvania Health System "Don't Choose Just Any
Doctor. Be Choosy.' (See Appendix E) Despite the recognizable logo and
favorable reputation of Penn, most participants disliked this print advertisement
and said they would pass it by if they saw it in the newspaper. The advertisement
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was criticized for being too skimpy regarding the physician list and for focusing
on specific geographical areas such as Bala Cynwyd and Bryn Mawr.
Preferences Among the Three Print Advertisements
Of the three advertisements compared, the focus group preferred the
University of Pennsylvania "Now There are Four More Reasons to Choose a Penr
Primary Care Doctor." Respondents said they liked it because it provided
information about the healthcare system and it gave a toll-free number to call for
further details.
The Great Valley Health print advertisement was considered the least
favorite by most participants because of the quantity of information, confusing
format and text, and impersonal feel of the advertisement.
They were not sure what the advertisement was all about and felt that too
many names were listed. They also said that the health system seemed huge and
impersonal and would not care about patients' well-being. Respondents also felt
that the headline was too gimmicky.
In addition, some respondents did not favor this advertisement because it
did not give enough details about Great Valley Health despite the quantity of
information. It did not describe what Great Valley can do for them. They said
there were no office hours listed and there was nothing about handling
emergencies, educational seminars or specific details about the physicians'
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credentials and philosophies. The headline seemed to promise a lot, but the body
copy of the advertisement only offered a list of names and nothing more.
Reactions to a Penn Advertorial
A fourth advertisement, University of Pennsylvania Health System -
"Talking with the Doctor," was shown. (See Appendix F) It was used to gauge
respondents' reactions to adverorials and it was not compared to the previous
three advertisements. Participants were favorable toward the question and
answer format of this print advertisemenT. They all agreed that it would catch
their attention and that they would stop to read this advertisement if they saw it
in a magazine or newspaper. The focus group appreciated rhis technique for
imroducing the health system and the physician to potential patients. Some
respondents agreed that they would call this doctor if they thought the answer to
the question was enlightening.
The Advertisement Most Likely to Encourage Action
Among the four print advertisements presented, the focus group was most
compelled by the Penn advertisement, "Talking with the Doctor," which was
perceived as informative, current and going beyond straight, traditional medicine.
A few focus group members chose the Penn advertisement, "Now there are
Four More Reasons to Chose a Penn Primary Care Doctor," primarily because of
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the hospital's reputation. One participant selected the Great Valley Health
advertisement because it offered the most choice with 14 new physicians
Reactions to Current Jefferson Primary Care Advertisement
The following are positive reactions to "One Call. The Right Doctor,"
which advertises Jefferson Health System primary care physician practices. (See
Appendix C) Main Line consumers reacted favorably to this advertisement.
They felt that it clearly communicated the message that the Jefferson Health
System has many independent, top quality physicians in their neighborhoods, and
it is easy to call for a referral.
Focus group participants also found the advertisement to be warm and
personal, and informative and clear. The photograph of happy, healthy patients
gave the advertisement a nice, personal touch. The mother and son pictured in
the advertisement were smiling, looked healthy and pleased, and were people
with whom the focus group could relate.
In addition to the warmth communicated by the photograph, respondents
found the advertisement informative. One participant remarked that the
photograph was nice, but it was the information that really sold the
advertisement. In particular, the copy beneath the photograph clearly made
several key points relevant to consumers in their search for a personal physician.
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The key points are:
* The sub-headline, "To find a physician near you," led readers to the copy
points which gave the facts they appreciate while reinforcing the point that
Jefferson Health System physicians were available in their neighborhoods.
* "400 independent physicians" was positively perceived to offer
consumers a large number of doctors to choose from with a large selection right
in their own neighborhoods. The word, "independent," also added to the positive
perception of the physicians in this network.
* The second bullet point listing personal types of physicians available
through the Jefferson Health System informed the focus group that quality
medicine is available right in their neighborhoods.
* The third point mentioned that most insurance plans and HLMOs are
accepted, which is important to know.
* It was concluded that the final point highlighted the familiar, "Call
1-800-IEFF-NOW," which was considered appropriate and helpful. The focus
group was familiar with this number and said it was very recognizable and well
known. They associated it with a referral service.
The advertisement's layout was considered clean and succlint It made its
point clearly with both warmth and information, Respondents saw this
advertisement after having reviewed four previous advertisements for Grear
Valley Health and the University of Pennsylvania Health System primary care
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physician care networks. Respondents concluded that this Jefferson Health
System advertisement gave all the information that some of the others omitted.
Also, the group felt that the Jefferson Health System hospital listing was clearly
indicated and nicely placed On the right, side panel.
Finally, it was interesting to note that the headline, "One Call. The Right
Docror," led One participant to fondly recall positive memories of her childhood
when her family physician made house calls. Respondents liked the ability to
make one call to find the right doctor
While respondents were primarily positive to this advertisement, one key
area caused confusion and conflicting interpretation. This is the copy block in
the upper right hand corner which says, "Beth Mariani with 1-year old son,
Dominic, Patients, Broomall."
The relationships between Beth Mariani, Dominic and their physician were
not clear. Some respondents thought Beth Mariani was both mother and
physician to Dominic while others felt she was the physiciLn and the boy was the
patient. Others thought that Beth Mariani was only the mother to Dominic.
Since the word, "son," precedes Dominic's name, it was suggested that the word,
"mother," precede Beth Mariani's name to help clarify the matter. In addition,
placing a period after Dominic's name was seen as clarifying the relationships
and names.
The words, "Patients, Broomall," also posed a problem for respondents.
Some wondered what these words meant. Respondents did not think Broomall
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had anything to do with the advertisement. Some came up with no explanation,
while others variously felt the words indicated the location of Beth Mariani and
Dominic and/or their physician.
It is important to note that Once the focus group did conclude that the
mother and son portrayed lived in Broomall, this led to a positive association that
Jefferson physicians were in their neighborhood. Broomall was perceived as a
nearby and similar suburb.
While most respondents viewed the "400 independent physicians" claims
positively, one woman did wonder about how many of the 400 physicians could
really be that good.
One other respondent questioned how the physician referral service
determines the "right" doctor for patients. She did not know if they would pick a
doctor in her neighborhood or if they would match her using some type of
criteria. The respondent who raised this question hoped that a physician/patient
match was based on such characterisrics as physician interests, education,
specialties, manner or other relevant factors.
Awareness/Reactions to Health Fairs
Upon hearing the term, "Health Fair," the focus group imagined a
convention hall setting in which medical professionals promote their products
and services. Some participants imagined a workplace or hospital setting as well.
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Several participants attended health fairs of varying types. A few attended
employer-sponsored fairs in which they received free blood pressure and
cholesterol screenings, and hints for a healthier lifestyle. These participants had
a favorable reaction to these health fairs and said that the fairs gave them free
screenings and advice on improving one's health.
Some other participants attended health fairs sponsored by Bryn Mawr
Hospital and described these positively as well. One or two participants
mentioned that they attended fairs with their spouses and children, and returned
more than once due to the informational sessions, enjoyable activities and
beneficial screenings.
Preferred Health Fair Exhibits
Respondents said they preferred health fairs that provided information
about non-traditional approaches to solving health issues such as literature about
homeopathy or biofeedback. They were also favorable towards topics which
address the needs of specific demographic segments such as issues related to
aging women, for example. A few also said they would like to have free
screenings for cholesterol and blood pressure as well as the opportunity to ask
physicians questions about health-related matters.
It was also noted that some respondents admitted they would like this type
of health fair if it were held at their workplaces during work hours. However,
they would not want or be able to attend on a Saturday afternoon.
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Reactions to Great Valley Health Fair Direct Mail Card
While most participants perceived this card as attractive, only some found
it appealing enough to encourage attendance. (See Appendix H) Their reasons
had more to do with the specific topics listed on the card and the scheduled day
and time than they did with the idea of a Great Valley Fair. In fact, some were
very favorable to its being held at Lankenau Hospital which, they felt, has a good
reputation.
Again, Some participants said they would not go for the events listed on
the direct mail card, but would attend a health fair containing information about
alternative medicine and insurance that would cover it. Other participants said
they liked the events listed, but were too busy doing errands on Saturdays to be
able to attend. Also, some said the window of time was too short. They
preferred 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. rather than 10 a.m to 2 p.m., which did not give them
enough time to attend the event.
Reactions to the Post Card Reminder from Great Valley Health
There were mixed feelings about reminder post cards in general. Some
participants appreciated receiving them from their own physicians as a reminder
for pre-scheduled appointments. However, they were somew:hat irritated by
receiving reminder cards from unknown physicians who were trying to persuade
them to visit their offices.
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Unfortunately, reactions to the post card reminder frcm Great Valley were
negative. (See Appendix I) Participants described it as toe large in size and
similar to junk mail which is perfect for a recycling bin. The illustration on the
card was criticized for being too silly, annoying and similar to something from
the 1950s. Even those who were not opposed to getting reminder post cards said
they would not want to receive this one in the mail. The participants also added




This focus group raised some interesting points and revealed interesting
observations about consumers' perceptions of health care systems and the
advertising campaigns for these systems.
It seems that with all of the changes happening in healthcare, consumers
are somewhat confused about the differences between health systems and
managed care organizations. Some think they are one and the same, while others
have no idea about what a health system is at all.
Also, there seems to be confusion about Great Valley Health. Many of the
Main Line residents who participated in this focus group were not sure of what
Great Valley Health is and what its connection is to the Main Line Health
System. There also seemed to be confusion about the Main Line Health System
and which hospitals are a part of the system. Few respondents even knew that it
is connected to Thomas Jefferson University Hospital and that all of the hospitals
are a part of the Jefferson Health System.
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In terms of the advertisements, the focus group preferred those that
explained about the sponsoring health system and the physicians' connections to
the health system. They also liked background information on the physicians
whether it be specific to that physician or in general about the types of physicians
associated with the health system.
The 1-800 numbers were especially appealing because of the ease and
convenience they provide to potential consumers. These numbers made the focus
group feel that finding a new physician was as easy as making the toll-free call.
Photographs were preferred in the advertisements because they were
visually interesting or added a warm, fuzzy feeling to the advertisements They
also let the group know what the physicians looked like who were featured in
some of the advertisements, which gave them a personal touch.
Advertisements that were too copy heavy were not at all appealing and
alienated readers. The focus group did nor like long lists of names or
advertisements containing information that was too skimpy
Respondents liked advertisements that featured doctors practicing right in
their neighborhoods. Readers seemed more likely to respond to these
advertisements rather than responding to one physician out of a long list of names
of physicians from different locations.
Jefferson Health System's current advertising campaign has solved many
of the problems that existed with previous campaigns. The information was
succinct, listed the different types of physicians in the network and gave the
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1-800 number. The warm. fuzzy photograph was also appealing to readers.
When comparing Great Valley to Penn, there may still be somewhat of an
image problem for Great Valley Health. The focus group seemed to have a
tendency to choose the Penn advertisement featuring the four physicians simply
because they recognized and highly regarded the Penn name.
Jefferson will have to continue to advertise its health system as a whole,
stressing that the Main Line Health System is a part of the entire health system.
Also, Jefferson must continue to advertise Great Valley Health and its
relationship to the health system and to Jefferson, which has the most name
recognition and prestige when compared to the other hospitals that are a part of
the Jefferson Health System.
It was also interesting to note that the focus group felt that health fairs
were a waste of valuable time unless they were held at the workplace during the
workday. This further emphasized how busy people are today and how hectic
their lifestyles can be. This is a concrete example of the fraction of selection
theory which says that if something takes too much effort with too little
perceived reward, consumers will pass it by.
However, it was also interesting to note the focus group's interest in
alternative medicine. This is an area of great interest in our society, today. It
seems that more research in this area should take place. Perhaps, an alternative
medicine health fair or center should be established by Jefferson.
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Another interesting finding was the positive reaction to Penn's advertorial,
"Talking with the Doctor." This appeared as a news article and was both
interesting and informative to readers. They liked both the content and the
format of the advertisement. This would work well as a way of advertising
individual physician practices in their local papers.
Finally, today's audiences can be quite sophisticated. A hard sell does not
work as was exemplified by the reminder post card. It did not work as a direct
solicitation, but would work if it came from a patient's physician. Jefferson may
want to consider personalizing these types of cards and sending them to their
patients on behalf of physicians.
In summary, based on this focus group, audiences prefer succinct
information that is also informative. Jefferson should continue to use
advertisements that are similar to its, "One call. The right doctor," which hit
home with the focus group. This type of advertisment may be beneficial for
creating awareness of Great Valley Health with consumers.
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Chapter 5
Suggestions for Further Study
As was demonstrated by this market research study, ongoing focus groups
must be conducted to continue to test and refine advertising campaigns for
Jefferson Health System and Great Valley Health.
In addition to testing for clarity and impact on Main Line consumers, the
research must continue to include comparisons between Great Valley Health and
University of Pennsylvania Health System's primary care physician practices.
This research should continue for two reasons: 1) to determine Great Valley
Health's presence in the Main Line area and 2) to gauge consumers' reactions to
new and subsequent advertising campaigns for these physician practices.
Jefferson Health System ought to run a few advertorials featuring Great
Valley Health in selected Main Line papers and conduct focus groups to research
consumers' responses to these advertisements. As was demonstrated in previous
research, this seems to be an effective format to convey information about
physicians, their practices and health systems in general.
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In addition, Jefferson should continue to test and refire effective
advertisements such as "One Call. The Right Doctor." Focus group research can
be used to build upon successes and to modify Or eliminate advertisements that
are not effective. Since what consumers think and feel changes with then
healthcare needs, focus group research must be an ongoing process. As health
systems continue to expand and change, consumers' reactions to these changes
must be constantly monitored.
Finally, as was noted in Chapter 1, focus groups can not scientifically
measure results. Jefferson may want to consider probability sampling for more
accurate information, which can be used to represent the Main Line population as
a whole. However, scientific research should not replace focus groups which
yield important information in the health and human services fields.
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in internal medicine.
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of Great Valley Health,
nd your family have the full
and resources of the Main
ilth System, including a host
:ss and preventive health
; for all ages.
DONALD j. COREY, M.D.
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a. Name and role as the discussion leader.
b Format of the discussion.
c. Audio taping for research purposes.
2. Re soondents
a. Name, family size and composition.
b. Occupation/interests.
IL Selecting Primary Care Physicians
1. How many of you have selected a new primary care physician
during the past year? (e.g., takes care of most of your health
needs.)
2. How did you make your choice for a new primary care physician?
3. What influence did any of these factors have on your selection of
a new primary care physician: former physicians, friends or
relatives, others in the health care field, advertising or other
media influences?
4. For HMO members: What time of year was it when you made a
switch to a new primary care physician? (Explored respondent
knowledge of when HMO members could switeh physicians.)
HI. Familiarity with Great Valley Health
1. To the best of your knowledge, is your primary care physician
affiliated with any health association or group? If so, which
ones?
2. How many of you have heard of Great Valley Health?
3, What is Great Valley Health?
4. What is your image of Great Valley Health?
5. (Moderator read respondents a brief descriptiDn of Great Valley
Health to provide an understanding for the next phase of the
discussion on advertisement reactions.)
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IV. Respondent Reaction to Print Advertisements for Var.ous Primarry Care
Physician Groups
1. During the next part of our discussion, we are going to look at
some print advertisements for various primary care physician
groups.
2 (Passed out a copy of each advertisement and read aloud while
respondents followed along. Quesuons three and four were asked
for each advertisement:)
a. Great Valley Health: "14 New Reasons Why Great Valley
Health Cares..."
b. Penn: "Now there are Four More Reasons to Choose..."
c. Penn: "Don't Choose Just Any Doctor. Be Choosy."
3. How many of you have seen this advertisement?
4. What is your reaction to this advertisement?
5. Now, I'd like you to place all three advertisments next to each
other in front of you. Which format appeals most to you as an
advertisement for a primary care physician? (Discussed
appeals/drawbacks of each.)
6. Here's one more advertisement. (Passed out Lniversity of
Pennsylvania Health System's advertorial.)
7. Which of these advertisements would be most likely to encourage
you to actually seek one of the doctors suggested?
V. Reactions to Current Jefferson Primary Care Advertisement
1. Next, we are going to look at one other advertisement for primary
care physicians.
2. (Passed out Jefferson Health System adveriseme;nt)
3 How many of you have seen this advertisement?
4. What is your reaction to this advertisement?
5. What is the main point the advertisement is trying to get across?
What are other points?
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6. Is this advertisement giving you all the information you need? If
not, what else would you want to know?
7. How does this advertisement compare to the pr:vious
advertisements we looked at for primary care physicians? Which
do you prefer, overall? Why?
B. How can a health care system, such as Jefferson, make it easier
for you to find one of their primary care physicians?
VI. Reactions to Health Fairs
1. When I say, "Health Fair," what comes to mind?
2. What is a Health Fair?
3. How many of you have attended health fairs?
- Where were these?
- What was your reaction to the one(s) you arrended?
4. Gave a definition: A health fair is a community event where there
are various booths and exhibits that offer health information or
screenings to the public. People can use them to get their blood
pressure checked, listen to a lecture on a health topic or sign up
for a class that promotes heath and wellness.
5. Does this sound like something you might like to attend?
Why/why not?
6. What would you like to see at a health fair to make it appealing to
you?
7. (Showed a direct mail piece on health fairs and probed for
reactions.)
VII. Reactions to Post Card Reminders
1. How do you feel when your doctor sends you a post card reminder
of an appointment, screening, vaccination or test?
2. Do you consider a postcard reminder helpful? Why/why not?
3. Here is a sample post card reminder. It is a prototype. What is
your reaction to it?
34
vml. Conclusion
1. Do you have any other comments or questions?






This summer, fourteen new physicians
will he joining our practices - allowing




Each of these practices will accept most
major insurance plans, giving you the choice of
quality physicians that are committed to the
continued good health of you and your family.
To find a very special Great Vally Health physician near you,
call 1-XOO-JEFF-NOW or cll any of the offices listed below.
Karen L Abrarrs. M.D.
m Ne^;toen/rEdganion Familv Mediawn
WU'llmn L Cl. M.D.
Mafdle 5 HWood, M.D.
5048 WcO Chazee PieB
Edenmfa, PA 19028
(610) 325.9200
a C-- eritte 11 f an; D.O.T Mohen Family Pr ,fiee
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W. S'ec Ma&. M.D.
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Now there are four
more reasons to choose
a Penn primary care doctor...
New at Bucks County
Internal Medicine...
Alan M. Kravi:tz, MD, hals joinlld oll I3tks
Couilly lilcerill Mcdicilll pI';LNtC
Dr. Krav:il; is board cenifecl in
Imntrnal Medicine. Ie rcceiv'ed ] 1i
Mcdical Degree Iro li te SrxtLi
University on New York Hecalth
cience. Center al Syraclse, thCie
compliecd his residency l Imieniial Medicine
at the University Hospitals of Cieveland Dr.
Kravaiz and the other Bucks Courmy Intcmrnal
MediAine physicians welcome new patients
age 15 and older.
Bucks County Internal Medicine
Bristol Newtown
215-7s5-6531 215 860-075
New at Yardley Medical Center...
*Irge S. Regaa, MD, has joined our Yardley
Medical LCnter practice. Ur. Kcgan
is board certified inl Family
Practice. She received her Mcdical
Dcgree from the Uiniver.iily 01
Pennsylvania Schll 01 MNcdiLiTie.
Ihen comrlelcd her r:idlency ill
Family Practice at Hunirdon Medical Ce'lier.
Dr Rcgnr and the other Yaidlky Medic:l





New at Bucks County
OB/GYN Associates...
Stiphlnie .1. Schwartz. MD,  l
jOitlcd our Bucks County OIB/ YN
Associiates practice. Dr. SchwsirL
rcccived her Medical Degree from
the Statc University of New York
uca.I n -cdc I entcr in
Hcalln Scilnce .clncr iJL ..y;ua-
then completed her residency in Obsiciries and
Gynecology at the University Hospitals of
Cleveland Dr. Schwartz and the other Bucks
County OB/GYN Associatc health care
providers-welcomc new patieCta.
Bucks County OBIGYN Associates
Laighome
404 Middlctnwn Blvd. .
and 605A CorpOrate Drive
215-752-707g
New at Yardley Pediarics....
Michael S. Dreycr, MD, has joined
our Yardlcy Pediatrics prcticer Dr.
Dreycr is board certifid in Pediatric
Medicine. He recoived his Medical
Degree from Temple Univeriiy
i^L..J.l hI f. -ll-l.in h.e nnlr.-AGI..I1 UL ITIL.LII. .". _...*...---
his residency in Pedialrics al the Medical
Ccnicr of Dclawar. Dr. Drcycr and the olhecr
health ca-: proYidcrs at Yardley Pediatrics wcl-




Thew practices and physicians are part n' Clinical Care
Associalcs of the University of Pclnnsylvlnui:l I t:;dh
System. the primary care network Prnn is buiid'in
ihroughnu tile Dc]aware Valley. They aIcccpl mlllt Wls1r-
aincC plans. HMOs and Mcdicar¢ For JI...e il li'irln:iihi or














IFyou're joinlng an HMO, the most important choice youll make is
your primar care doctor So it's good to know that most HMOs will
let you choose a Penn primary care doctor. And there are Penn
doctors right in the neighborhood.
Since your HMO lets you choose, why not choose the best? A Penn







(also CIac n' Me4ff;e
Leonard Bortin. MD
Charle F. Orellana, MD
Robert Weiss, MD







Michael D. Flanagan, MD, PhD
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.-uOVenL C 1TWlH I
klsti wdith The Doctor
Cholesterol dip follows weight loss, exercise
Roeald Bcrg, M-D-
Brant Cfrh£iwdn Snnl M aed. l n
sot C.fg.rt Mcrd.,Mro1 MiatsBatr<rsin y-dmeoAl
QUESTION:
I'm a 65-year-oM womart, and
for about a year my cholesterol
has been above 20 after having
been normal for us long as I can
recall I've tried to control it by
changing my diet, but it wi low
in cholesrerol to begin with. I
also am erercising regularly and
am nor overweight. Can you dis-
cuss this ond give ne some hints?
74NSWER:
The National Cholesterol
Education Panel (NCEP) of the
Nalionr Institutes of Health rec-
ommends that adults keep their
cholesterol level below 200 mil-
ligrams per deciliter (mgldL) - a
level thought to reduce the risk of
heat disease in most people A
tolta hlood cholcstcrol measure-
ment of 200-239 is considered bor
derline-high; 240 and over is high-
er than desirable But your total
cholesterol level doesn't tell the
entire sory. It's actually the ratio of
your high density lipoprotein
tHDL - the "good" cholesieroi
- and ilow-.iensity lipupruotcn
(LDL) - the 'b;d" cholesterol -
that more accurately identifies your
risk of developing heart disease.
A high HDL cholesterol (60
mg/dL or morel reduccs your
chance of havini 1 heart atack.
while a HUL level below 35
mg/dL increases your risk. A
desirable LDL number is 130
mg/dL or less. 130 to E59 is bor-
derlinc-high; and 160 or above is
high. The NCEP now recommends
that HDL cholesterol be measured
along with total cholestcrol as part
of the initial screening of healthy
people over the age of 20.
WHIAT YOU CAN DO
You mention that you've tried to
control your cholesterol by chang-
ing your diet, which' was low in
cholestrol to begin with. This
may be where the problem lies.
Simply reducing the number or
cholesterol-rich foods you eat
(meats, eggs, butter. and shellfish)
won't do the trick. You must CUt
your total fat and saturated fat
intake. The body uses saturated
fats to produce cholesterol.
The American Heart Association
recommends that you iimit fat
intake to 30 percent or less of your
total daiiy calories. Of this. satu-
rated fat should make up no more
than 10 percent of total calories.
To hold the line at 30 percent,
you've got to control all fats. and
get most of the fat you do eat from
vegetable instead of animal
sources. Vegetable oil. olive oil,
canola oil. soybean oil. corn, saf-
flower, and peanut oils are all veg-
etable sources Vegetable sources
of saturated fats tnclude coconut.
palm, and palm kernel oils. which
are lound in many snacks. crack-
ers. and baked goods,
The most commonly consumed
nuraTmcd fat sources are fairy curs
of meat and whole-milk dairy
produclts. Chuose ivw-' a l mnillk
and chcese. and ice milk and lean
cuts of meat Some rc.saurants and
fast-food outlets fry their foods in
highly saturated animal fats, such
as beef taliow. Fried foods add a
considcrable amount of fat to the
diet, as do many prepared foods
such as cakes. pies. salad dress-
ings. and chocolate candy Limit
the amount of fried foods you eat.
Look for reduced-fat products
such as lov-faE mayonnaise and
salad dressings..._ev lower-fat
peanuts are now available
Replace the fat in your diet with
carbohydrctes. which should make
up about 55 percent of your daily
caloric intake. Eat whole grains,
peas, beans, and fruits and vegeta-
bles. In addition to being low in
fat, these foods provide dietary
fiber, which also can help lower
cholesterol levels.
Making .he right diet modifica
tions to lower your blood cholcs-
terol can be difficulL Your doctor
may recommend you see a regis-
rcred dietiian. who can prepare an
eating plan for you and explain
how to recognize the foods you
want to cat morM of and those you
want to choose spanTngy.
Dr. Ronald nar of BeS Cynwyd
Meirica Associat iS bWard cerfied
in Internw Mcdicine and Geritfri
Medicin. .He is pan of Clifrial
Care ASCinrfs of the Unirniry
of pennsyeviana icalfh Sy^$em tie
prinmery ecr nctvlW Penn u building
throughout Fhe Delaware !ie.I
His office o Xarted at 191 PFri$denrial
Boule,- Batina Cynwyd. Dr Barg
welcoriS new patients, To make an












To find a physician near you:
* Chooseyour personal physician from more than
400 independent physicians affiliated with the
Jefferson Health System hospitals.
* Our family medicine or internal medicine
physicians, obstetrician/gynecologists and
pediatricians bring quality medicine to your
neighborhood.
Most insurance plans and HMOs are accepted.
* For more information or to make an





















C6nrp 7vniir rnnrp.rs about health.
h Fair for a day filled with valuable health
and lur activities.
everyone -
7holesterfo, Pulmonary, and Percent Body Fat}
oIl/Teddy Bear Clinic}
ntiion, Women's Issues, and Child Care to nran
mary Care Physician and your Heafth
iltey Health doctors
mic network of primary care physicians.
th System, Great Va Iey Health
the ful resources of the area's most
edical specialists.
No registration rteqiucred, for rrmore
infofrnnation on th Great Vifoey
Helahil Fa'. call t0 644-19400
To fifnd a very special Great Vl/7ey
Heafth ducior near you, u'ao the





* Bryn Mawr Rehab - The Bryn Mawr Hospital * Community Health Affiliates · Great 
Va ley -Healih
- The Lankenau Hospital · Faoli Memorial Hosp tal - Thomas Jefferson Universily Hnspila
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